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SATANIC CLOTHING Pt 2: ANIMAL SPIRITS, DEMON 

FACES, WITCHCRAFT, ART MAGIC 

 

This is a blouse I had when Iwas a baby Christian.  My computer isn’t doing the 

color of these clothes any justice. 
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This shirt is made in Vietnam.  Most of the clothes I’m showing you are from 

China, Vietnam, India etc.  This one is made by One World.  That is in honor of the 

new world order.  George Bush Sr., a high ranking luciferian, was a “one worlder.”  

Live and let live is another way of saying do what you want and I’ll do what I want 

and we’ll stay out of each other’s business.  It is a phrase that implies that we 

need to tolerate what others are doing.  Don’t judge me and I won’t judge you.  

Christians don’t have any reason to worry about anyone judging their lives or 

seeing what they are up to because we are living righteous lives.  The ones who 

don’t want you in their business and knowing what they are doing are the ones 

who are not living godly lives. This is another way of saying “do what thou wilt” l 

written by Aleister Crowley, the luciferian’s big guru.  This goes along with 

everyone having their own truth and God is not even in the picture.  We were to 

have righteous magistrates and legal systems that did not tolerate sin.  We are far 

from that today. 

Judges 17:6 - In those days there was no king in Israel, but every man did that 

which was right in his own eyes. 

When you read that chapter you learn that what they were doing was committing 

sin against God.  They were not ruled over by any godly leadership and so they did 

whatever they wanted to. Prov.12:14-16 tells us that there is a way that seems 

right to a man but the end thereof is death.  Follow God’s Word always and live 

righteous  lives, stay on the path He has laid out for you and the only way you will 

know what that path is, is to be filled and sealed by The Holy Spirit and feed on 

God’s Word daily and stay close to God in prayer daily. 
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Here’s horns and eyes like a goat face.  Where there are spiritual ramifications, 

goats always stand for satan and those that serve him.  At the judgement of the 

nations the goats will be told to stand on the left side of Jesus and they will be 

cast into everlasting punishment. (Matt.25:31-46) Because this shirt has art magic 

which is a type witchcraft on it, that is why I’m bringing this out.  Because dark 

spiritual things are going on with these type of clothes. 

 

Here’s another face, you can see the two little white circles where the eyes are 

and an animal like nose in the middle.  This animal face is on the back, at the top 

of the shirt right in the center. There are 6’s swirled all over this shirt. 6 is one of 

satan’s calling cards, and when you have at least 2- 6’s then you can get a whole 

bunch more through numerology which is just witchcraft math.  For example 2- 
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6’s is 6 x 6 = 36 and that is 666666.  To witches the more a number repeats the 

more power is in their spell or curse or witchcraft. 

 

Within the animal face is also a face that looks like a human face.  Look where the 

top arrow pointing right is, there are dark spots with eyes in the centers.  Then 

between the eyes and coming straight down is like a long and crooked nose.  

Where the arrow in the middle is pointing up is like the chin.  This is once again 

occult duality.  This shirt sort of has an ocean vibe to it, like waves of water 

swirling all over with the blues and whites and that man face could be like 

Poseidon the ancient god of the sea which is just another name for satan.  No 

matter what, something shady is going on with those faces being there. 
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I liked the colors on this shirt but I never even bought it because I saw something 

on it at the store.  And I’ll say this, when you look at your clothes, or clothes you 

are thinking of buying, if you don’t easily see something then don’t worry about it.  

Don’t try to make something out of nothing or see something that isn’t there.  

Because God has shown me the witchcraft that they are doing to us through our 

clothes, I look at everything the best I can before I buy it. I hang it up on the 

dressing room door and look at it to see if I see something evil or get a check in 

my spirit about it.  That’s what Kennedy and I did when we went through our 

closets some years ago.  We hung each shirt up and looked at it up close and far 

away. 
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I can see a silhouette of a witch in that red circle. 

 

To me it is like she is looking away so you don’t see the features of her face and 

there is a creepy green looking witch or monster face on her back.  The back of 

her shows what we typically think witches look like.  The witch or monster face on 

her back is only a profile and you can see one eye and like its mouth is open and 

there are teeth there.  Creepy.  I put the example of the other witch side by side 

so you could see it better. 
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This shirt has a darkness to it. 
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In the top center you can see a Masonic cross or X out of bone looking things or 

horns and it’s in a circle. Notice the two huge 6’s the first one is turned backward 

and they are opposite of each other.  That’s satan’s calling card.  If you stand 

farther away and look at this shirt you can see that those two 6’s make like big 

owl type eyes and there is a v pattern in the middle for the beak.  There are stars 

and sun symbols and 6’s or octopus type of legs all over this shirt.  And a lot of 

times the 6’s are drawn like snakes and can be serpents when you look closer.  If 

you look at the top of the big 6’s you will see two small 6’s and it islike another 

animal with an angry face and the big 6’s are like tusks.  This shirt was pretty busy, 

I’m sure there’s a lot of stuff I missed but the mean owl face is one of the biggest 

things about this shirt.  It’s not obvious at first glance and especially not when you 

look at it up close on the rack. 

 

This is Athena, the ancient greek goddess.  She was a false goddess a witch, who 

was worshiped and used an owl as her familiar which means it had a demon in it. 
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Weaving spiders come not here. This is the owl of Bohemian Grove and the owl of 

Molech which is satan.   

 

Bohemian stone owl, one place where the luciferians do rituals. 
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The luciferians placed a little owl on our U.S. $ 1 bill.  It is there by design in honor 

of the gods they serve. 

 

Google maps satellite view of the Capitol Building. This is by design in honor of 

lucifer and the fallen angels and the women they mated with.  That’s who our 

world leaders have bowed to and who they serve because they are the beast 

system.  The fallen angels will be drawn in to this place because of this symbol. 
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Right in the middle is a stylized all seeing eye.  

 

These octopus arms are sort of snaky too.  What I have learned is they are hiding 

all sorts of demonic imagery in shirts that have very busy patterns like this shirt.  

Now, if the shirt even looks like an Indian design or really busy pattern usually I 

don’t even bother looking at it.  You will really come to understand that better 

with what I’m going to show you next week. 
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These are some shirts I used to wear.  They look perfectly fine. 

 

Now if you look at the glittery studded area you can see that it is like a deer face 

with antlers.  satan is known to luciferians and witches as the horned god and the 

deer is one of his symbols.  I put the arrows to show that they have huge swirly 

6’s on this shirt too.  This is not something I would throw out necessarily but it is 

something I would pray over.  To Christians deers are just deers nothing more and 

the 6’s to us are just decorations.  Exercise precaution when you see things like 

this and just be safe and pray over it. 
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This t-shirt was for sale at Kohl’s. Look at the witchcraft symbolism.  There are 

moons, stars and lots of triangles here.  When something pertains to the occult 

and triangles are involved they almost always symbolize a pyramid or the square 

and compass of the freemasons when used together like they are here.  It is 

showing phases of the moon, all around and inside the shape of a satanic star.  
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This is not the star of King David.  This symbol is an abomination to God. (Amos 

5:26-27, Acts 7:43).  It is a type of 666 because the star has 6 points, 6 triangles 

and a hexagon in the center with 6 sides.  This is a type of symbol magic on this 

shirt and it is highly satanic. 

 

 

This shirt has a really busy print about it. 
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There are faces stacked on top of faces in most of these type of designs.  Looking 

on the left up top is a demon face with dark hair and dark eyes and mean slanted 

eyebrows and a sharp pointed nose and ears.  Almost looks like count Dracula or 

the guy on Star Trek with the pointy ears, that’s demon ears. Right under that 

face is another face and right under that are smaller faces that make up a big 

animal face.  If you back away you may be able to see it better.  Under that are 

four eyes one on top and then two on the sides and one on the bottom.  The eyes 

are arranged sort of like the demon face on the right. 
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With faces on top of faces you see things like this in many shirt patterns. 
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This is a shirt Kennedy used to have.  This stuff is in all of our clothes. 

 

This one is by Zac & Rachel and it’s made in China. 
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This shirt is designed with bird and animal faces stacked in rows on top of each 

other. 
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Here’s an owl face and at least it isn’t as wicked looking as the other owl.  If you 

look directly above this owl you can see another bird face with blue eyes and a 

blue nose beak area with red speckles on its head.  As long as the faces don’t 

seem particularly wicked, then just be sure to pray over it. 
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Another one of Kennedy’s shirts.  Very busy pattern. 

 

The designer is Gloria Vanderebilt and this one was made in Vietnam.  Last week 

someone mentioned that they were cutting the labels out of their shirts so that 
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they would be ok.  That’s not going to make anything ok.  Get the wicked things 

out, destroy them.  Otherwise pray over anything questionable. 

 

This shirt’s design is vertical row after vertical row of evil faces and animal faces 

and snake faces.  It is completely wicked and I would not keep anything like this. 
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This is a demon totem pole.  One face stacked right on top of another.  Just like 

was shown on the last shirt. 
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This is another one of Kennedy’s shirts.  Looking at it now it has a dark theme to 

it. 
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This is another one that has animal faces stacked one on top of another.  Many of 

them look wicked in this shirt.  At the top where the big red arrow is you can see 

two sets of blue eyes and the v shaped part in white goes with both of them to 

complete the face. The arrow that says eyes is pointing to a set of white eyes.  

The flower shape in the middle is a third eye and it has eyes and faces on it.  

There are bird faces going all the way down the middle.  These are nature and 

animal demons.  Or elementals and spirit animals. 

 

Again where the V’s are iin the middle and to either side there are owl faces. 
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In the circle is an animal face like baphomet or a ram or bull or something.  There 

are faces, eyes, horns and feathers all over this shirt. 

 

Indians worshiped animal spirits.  They summoned and used animal spirits and all 

that is, is demons.  The witches do the same thing.  They believe they have spirit 

animals and that is because they summon demons into animals and use them in 

witchcraft.  The witch can also astral project into her familiar.  They believe their 

spirit animal helps to protect them and give them strength and power. 
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This is an animal spirit totem.  Reminds me of the shirts with animal faces stacked 

up. 

 

This is new age type of information.  A spirit animal refers to an ally who helps 

teach/guide you.  A power animal refers to a creature that empowers you.  A 
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totem animal refers to a creature that is inherited (ancestrally or as part of a 

tribe/clan).  Christians do not look to animals for anything except food or to love 

as pets.  We go to God to be taught, to empower us through The Holy Spirit. 

 

Honor your spirit animal.  Shamans believe that by honoring and venerating your 

spirit animal, you grow and gain a deeper connection to them.  Many people like 

showing respect to their animal teachers by placing objects of the same species 

around their houses (like feathers, skulls, statues).  Others like wearing symbols of 

their spirit animals on their bodies (amulets, pendants, etc.). Simply saying “thank 

you” and being grateful is sufficient.   

This is worship and any of this type of belief and activity will draw demons right 

into your life.  We are not to worship the creation but only The Creator. (Romans 

1:25) 
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I don’t remember where I was when I saw this either.  I have taught extensively 

on Halloween and how evil it is and what the witches do to costumes.  This maybe 

was a type of snow white costume for little kids.  Look at the picture on the left, 

right at the center where the green is and you will see so many eyes and wicked 

faces there.  It is face after face after face.  Start at the top where the red tulips 

are, they are red eyes and the green goes down to a nose and then a sharp 

pointed chin.  Then look in the middle where the 6’s are swirled in opposite 

directions, they themselves are eyes and there’s a nose the long green oval and 

the sharp pointy chin.  Next look right beside the long green oval and you see two 

little red dots, they are eyes and the long green oval is a nose and they go with a 

little red dot just below the green oval nose.  Now go to the very bottom where 

the pointy chin was for all the faces above and you can now see two red slash 

eyes out to the side and the chin is now a very sharp and pointed wicked nose like 

what we would think of satan’s face looking like this.  That’s why I included the 

picture on the right, the big picture of the devil reminded me of what was going 

on, on this dress or costume on the right. And the chin is shaped like an arrow 

pointing down like the devil’s tail. 
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CLOSING 

Luke 12:2-3 - For there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; neither hid, 

that shall not be known. Therefore whatsoever ye have spoken in darkness shall 

be heard in the light; and that which ye have spoken in the ear in closets shall be 

proclaimed upon the housetops.  

Luke 8:17 - For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any 

thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.  

God doesn’t want us to be ignorant about how satan is working in this world.  

Those that serve him are making wicked drawings and patterns and placing spells, 

or curses on them as they mass produce them and send them around the world 

to be bought and brought into our lives to be a drawing point to bring demons in 

to wreak havoc on us and harass us.  Witches practice color magic, art magic, sigil 

magic, symbol magic, number magic etc.  

The witches are all around us, the world is so dark and evil now because we are 

approaching the time of Jesus’ return.  Destroy all things out of your possession 

that don’t please God, that are acting as open doors to satan and the fallen 

angels.  Keep the full armor of God on, be vigilant, keep the faith and cling to 

Jesus. 

PRAYER 

 

 

 


